Mutual Learning Exercise on Open Science- Altmetrics and Rewards
under the Horizon 2020 Policy Support Facility (PSF)

Country visit to Zurich, Switzerland

10-11 November 2017
University of Zurich,
Rämistrasse 59/71, 8001 Zürich

Final Agenda

DAY 1

Morning location: building RAA, room 08 (ground floor)

10:15 – 10:30 Welcome by the Chair

10:30 – 11:30 Presentation of the background challenge paper on "Implementing open science, experiences, strategies, models", by the expert Sabina Leonelli, followed by discussion

11:30 – 12:00 Welcome and introduction by Myriam Cevallos (State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation- SERI), and discussion

Brief overview of Swiss context and role of federal government regarding Open Science

12:00 – 13:00 Presentations by Tobias Philipp and Aysim Yılmaz (Swiss National Science Foundation- SNSF), and discussion

National Open Access Strategy and SNSF’s Open Access and Open Data Policy

The SNSF is the main funding agency in Switzerland. It has a leading role promoting Open Access and Open Data at national level. In collaboration with swissuniversities (association of Swiss HEI sector), the SNSF elaborated the National OA Strategy, the first national policy document in the area of OS.

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch

Location: University main building KOL, Lichthof (floor D)
Afternoon location: University main building KOL, room H-317 (floor H)

14:00 – 14:30  Presentation by Axel Marion (swissuniversities)

*Action Plan implementing the National OA Strategy and brief overview of swissuniversities’ initiative to establish a Swiss-wide network for digitalized scientific information*

14:30 – 15:00  Presentation by Dirk Verdicchio, University of Bern

*Experiences with repositories at University of Bern (for publications as well as data for university hospital’s Clinical Trials Unit) (exact title of the presentation follows)*

15:00 – 15:30  Presentation by Alexander Hasgall

*Scientometrics 2.0: academic reputation and networks*

Alexander presents results from a research project related to Altmetrics, which was part of a federally funded programme to measuring research output in the SSH domain.

15:30 – 16:00  Coffee break

16:00 – 16:30  Presentation by Christophe Rossel (OSPP)

*Recommendations on Next-generation metrics - Report by the EC EG on Altmetrics and remarks by the OSPP WG*

16:30 – 17:00  Presentation by Frederick Fenter (Frontiers)

*Metrics on an Open Science platform*

*Frontiers is a gold open-access publisher. In its presentation Frontiers will introduce Frontiers and touch upon their experiences with metrics on this Open Science platform*

*Frontiers, founded at the EPFL is a bottom-up initiative and at the forefront of pushing forward Open Science and Altmetrics internationally. Dr Fenter is Executive Editor at Frontiers.*

17:00 – 18:00  Tour de table on the "main learnings" from the presentations and discussion. To be further developed in the next morning

19:30  Dinner at Restaurant Kantorei (Address: Neumarkt 2, 8001 Zürich)

*Reduced à la carte menu to choose from and everyone will pay their meal individually; located in Zurich’s old town and a short walk (500m) from our meeting venue*
**DAY 2**

*Location: building RAA, room 08 (ground floor)*

09:00 - 10:30 Recap and break-out discussions

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee break

10:45 - 11:30 Reporting back

11:30 - 12:30 Discussion on the outline of the final report, by the expert and rapporteur Katja Mayer

12:30 - 13:00 Next steps